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Date: 25 July 1995 
'1'0: I . 
I"rom: Edwin C. MllY, Ph.D. 

The Cognitive Sciences Laboratory 
330 Covvper S1reet, Suite 200, Palo Alto, CA 94301 

Voice: 415.327.2007 - Fllx: 415.322.7960 
e-mail: may(Ci)hildegal.d.saicmp.com 

Re: SAle EXpel1.ment Database 
Cc: I I ]vfichae1 Mumford, Ph.n. and Alldy Rmie, Ph.n. (AIR) 

[ have been asked to identify a complete list of experiments that were conducted at Science 

Applications International CorJX'ration (SAIC) from 4 February 1991 through 30 
Septembel" 1994. This memol'andwn lists the experiments, de.scribes theU" Justification, and 

tabulates their overall results. In addition, complete references to the original reports .vill 
be provided. 

Background 
It is instl'uC'tive- to llDderstand the C'ontext in lvhich SAle was contracte-d to condllC't re-seaoch 
into anonmlous m.enW phenom.ena. l<·oJlo'.'ving the exan:lple of the previous Cognitive 

Sciences Program at SRI International, we were asked to create a Scientific Oversight 
Committee (SOC) that would be a~tiyeJy involved m monitoring the resoor\)h. The SOC's 
charter was to: 

• Reyiew and approye a detailed written protocol. including all statistical analyses. for each 
propo1ied experiment. 

• bxercise unannounced "drop-in" privilell-es to observe experim.ents in pr0ll-ress. 

• Review, in \-witten form, the final reports and the conclusion of each study. 
• Provide guidelines for future research. 

To comply with a Congressional-directed requiretnent, the first four monthR of the contract 

were used to prepare a 5-year integrated research plan. Following that, technical and 
hUman-1.1Se protocols had to be officially approved before any experimentation could begin. 
Thus, data coJ1ection began in January 1992. Experiments continued, albeit with gaps to 
prepare and seek approval for more protocols. through Marr;h, 1994. 

All approved technical and human-use (i.e., Institutional Review Board) protocol 
documents, final repolts, and SOC comments are on file with the sponsor and are ayailable 
for reyie"v. 
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Experiment Database Summary 
All experiments may be found in one of two documents or additionally in separate 

puhlicatiom=!: 

(1) May, E. C, Luke, W. L. W., and Lantz, N. D. (3 Pebruary 1993). 
Phenomenological Research and Analysis. Final Report: 6.2 and 6.3. 

(2) May, r: C_, Lllke, W 1,_ W_> ann .\ame~, C_ L_ (29 Heptemher 1(94)-

Phenomenological Research and Analysis. FinaL RepOlt. 

Ten experiment:,> were conducted hy flATe under government contract. The."!e experiment"! 
include all pilot and formal series, and they contain all the trials that were conducted (i.e., 

thel-e is no file-clnl'wer problem, by definition) Table 1 shows the summalY infoTIIl1ltion 

for the 10 SAle experiments. 

Table 1. 

SAle Experiment Dftt1'lbllse (1991-19t)4) 

Number Experiment Reference Trials Effect Size P-Value 

1 Iar.p;e1Dc}NDdBOcies 1 (11-30) 200 0.12~ 0.071 0.040 

2 AC of Binary Targets 1 (31-38) 300 0.123±0.058 0.017 

3 MEG Replication 1 (39~48) 12,000s MCE ~ICE 

4 AC With Binary Coding 1 (49-56) 40 -0. o 67::t0. 158 0.664 

5 AC in Lucid Drea.ms (B-Line) 1 (58-60) 24 O.08R"O.204 0.333 

6 AC in Lucid Dreams (Pilot) 1 (58-60) 21 0.368:!:0.218 0.046 

7 Remote Observation 2 (2-3) 48 0.361:1:0.144 0.006 

8 ERD EEG Investigation 2 (3~l1) 7,0008 MCE MCE 

9 ERD AC Behavior 2 (3-11) 70 0.303:1:0.120 0.006 

10 Entrop-yll 2 (11-12) 90 0.S5<h0.l05 9.1...10-8 

References are shown as Doc\~ment Number (Beginning-Final Page). Those experime nts 
that are underlined may also be found elsewhere. Experiments 1 and 10 have been 
published in the peer-reviewed journal Journal oj Parapsychology, Vol. 58. 285-302, and 
experiment number 7 may be found in all Institute of Noetic Sciences publication. (These 

addltlOnal dO(".llm<mtB have been made aVlUlabLe to the renew team.) 

Experiments 3 and 8 were physiologically oriented and the number of trials sho\.'Iln is the 
approximate number of Rtimuli. 

TIle effect size and its associated p-vaIue is computed across all conditions and across all 
RuhjectR and iR provided aR a cOllRervative guideline.~ 

For this c~suHl metH-analysis, I combined, post hoo, the results across rcceivc:rn and conditioJlB. With 
some exceptions, it is not my policy to combine data across individuals. I believe this is incorrect if one 
is studying the parameters of exceptional perfonnance. 
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Experiment Details 
'ThiR Rection inc1udefl the raiflon d' Atm and conduRlonR for each experiment liRted in 'Tahle 

L The pmtocol details may be found in the technical proposals to the SOC and in the 

fOimal descriptions either in the primalY two reports or their associated publications. 

1. Target and Sender Dependencies 
In anomalous cognition (AC)* e;'l;;periments, it is important to know if the quality of the d.:"lta 

depend upon whether a second individual (i.e., a sender) is focusing attention on the target 
material. Secondly, it iR claimed in the Ganzfeld literature that dynamic targetR (i.e .. video 
dips) are "better" targets than are static ones (i.e., photographs). 

,\Ve found that a /lender iR not a neceRRal)' condition for good AC and. contrary to the 
Ganzfeld results, we found that static targets produced stronger AC than did the dynamic 

one;:'1. In acirht.1on, love tonnd fI Rlgmhcant l~oTTelatlOn Wllh the; qmlilly ot A(: IIno the 

gradient of Shannon entropy for the static targets. The effect size quoted in Table 1 is 

computed across sender and target conditions. 

These results led to the publication of Managing the Target-Pool Bandwidth: Possible 

Noise Reduction for Anomalolls Cognition Experiments, Journal of Parapsychology, Vol. 
58,303-313 and a revised version of Shannon Entropy as an Intrinsic Target Pt'opetty: 

Toward a Reductionist Model of Anomalous Cognition, in press, Journal of 
Parapsychology and Appendix V in dooument number 2. 

2. Enhancing Detection of AC of Binary Targete 
There are a few examples ill the literature that suggest that infolnlation theory and error 
correction may increase the de tection of AC. 'ThiR experiment wa."l deRlgned to enhance 
binary hitting rate by applying sequential analysis to a sequence of single AC decisions at 

the. binary bit leveL Two novices receivers and one experienced one contributed 100 
overall binary trials. 

'I'lw, BxpBnfmcBrI recmver (1.e., .'1:'11) who had pToduced Rlgmhcilllt l'eR1JltR m SI{I 'R nmdom 

number gell.eratol" experiment in 1979, produced a si81lificant result in this experiment. 

Although this individual's result was significant at the 10 .7 1evel, the effi cieney vvas 10';'1'. 

Th.at IS, 213 individual bmary calls were required to eventually alTIVe at a single sequential 

analysis decision. The effect size and p-value shown in Table 1 are computed for aU three 
receive1"s; howevel", the significant combined 1"eSl~Jt is exchlsi· ... e1y be<.:'ause of receiver 531, 

3. Magnetoencephalograph Replication 
At the close of the SRI International C..ognitive Sciences Program, May et a1 reported 
Rlgnificant neummagnetic re~JXlnRC~ to Rcn~orilllly and phYRlcally iRolated image ~t1muli. 
The stimuli lasted for 100 ms and consisted of spatially low frequency sinusoidal gratiug. 

This. experiment WHS fln extensive replication Iltten'lpt with s.ubs1:flntiHUy mOl-e dHtft_ 

Although the preliminary results were pt'omising, thel'e \'Vas no statistical evidence of an 
I":tt~.C.l. That 1R the ettort. and c.ontrol c.onciltl0nR wr::re Rlat1Rl1cally tnRepllfflhle find care waR 

, A definition of terms may be found in the GlossLlI}' at the end of this: memorandum 
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exercised so that the experiment possessed sl.lflicient statistical power that an eflect ofthe 
magnitude of the SRI study would have been easily seen. 

AH"'f the fact, a majQr fatal flaw was discQve·red in this and in the earli"'f experiment. The 
SOC, the neuroscience staff at Los Alamos National Laboratory, and the staff of the 
Cognitive Sciences Laboratory all failed to recognize the error. The dependent variable was 
the instantaneous phase shift Qfthe dQnUnant alpha rhythm concomitant with the stimulus. 

The Crammer-Rao condition. which Rets lower limits on the variance in such mea,<;urements 
prevented us from seeing an effect, even if Qne· existed. 

ThiR experiment. pl'Ovided Rignificant inRight in the deRign of the next attempt to identify a 
central nervous systenl correlate to AC. 

4. Enhancing Detection of AC with Binary Coding 
The reason for this experiment "vas to develop a message sending algolithm using AC. 
Sets of five dichotomies were identified in our standard tarset pool (e. g., ~nountains versus 

flat) to act as "binary"' bits in a standard two-by-five, error correcting block code. 

TIllS experitnent produced no statistical evidence of AC', altbough tbe statistical po"ver was 

quite 1m". Each of five· rel.'eivers contributed only eight trials. Receivers' individual effect 
sizes ranged from-O.5 .. W to 0.224, 

The primary purpose was to use the error correction to '<send a message .. The effect size 
shown in Table 1 is computed across all hve· receivers. 

5. AC in Lucid Dreame (Baeeline) 
In a pilot selies to determine if AC can be enhance d in the altered state knO\vn as a lucid 
dream (i.e., a dream in which the dreamer becomes aware that /She or he is dreaming an can 
sisnal the wakinS world of this a" .... areness). Three of the receivers were Lucidity Institute 

pernonnel hllrl not hf':(',Il pnwlol1Rly Involved 111 A(: cxpenme,ntt'l" 

Each of these receivers contributed eight AC trials. One produced solid evidence for AC 
(i.e .. FB = 0.265). The effect RizeR from the remain ing two receivem cannot 00 ohtained 
without consulting the l'aw analysis data; thus, the value in Table 1 assumes an effect size 

of 0.0 {Q1' t:.(v;-h of tht: tht:;:;t:. recdvt:.r3. 

6. AC In lucid Dreams (Pilot) 
Twenty one trials were conduced ill this pilot study. The conditions "",ere not ideal in that 

each dreamer was allowed to take the intended target home for the night. Each target was 
doubly sealed in opaque envelopes and covert threads were attached to indicate any 
potential tampering. This breach of supervision was tolerated because of the additional 
be·nefit of the receivers being comfortable in their own beds. The effect size shown in 
Table 1 was computed from the rank-order analysis act·oss 21 trials. 

7. Autonomic Deteotlon of Remote ObservDtion 
1\.1l\ny of the experiment conducted in the Former Soviet llnion (l'S ll) suggest thftt 

biological systeITls ITlake excellent targets :l:or anomalous perturbation (AP). This particular 

experiment involves an isolated sender a ttempting to physiologically arouse a sensorially 
and isolated l·eceiver. The state Qf arQusal is me<lSured by electl"odoeITnal activity. 
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'I '1m, flXplmnmnt ~lIlTeRRtl1l1y rephr:llteri the (',arly work Ilnd leJl(i~ Rl1pport tor the d1l1mR In 

the PSU. 

8. Central Nervous System Response to AC Signals 

Generally, there is no knmvn human activity that does not interrupt the production of alpha 
rhythm. This includes responding to external stimuli. int",mal mental activity. Of 

intentionally moving a body palt. "We assumed, therefore, that AC would also intenupt 
alpha. Improving on earlier experiments, we collect EEG data and standard behavioral AC 
data that could he analyzed in the usual way. In addition, event related desynchronizations 
(RRD) relmlti11g from direct Rtimulation by the AC target during the feedhack phase of a 
trial wet'e used as templates for match filters. These filters are the raost sensitive way to 

search fortbe ftssumed ,,,imilar ERD in the EEG record that Wl1S collected during the AC 

portion of the trial. 

V'/f', have only analy7ed onf', HH(T leafl and tonnd 110 f',vldence ot an A( ;-mdlJcf',d HI{ 1>_ 

"Vhen time and resources becom.e ava:ilable, we "vill finisb the analysis for the remaining 

leads. 

Regardless of the outCOm.e of this analysis, it will be a useful result; it IS almost as 

interesting if there is no ERn while there is signific;mt evidence for AC 

9. I:RD AC Behavior 
Seventy trials were blind judged by the rank-order technique. Two of the receiver 

produced independently significant results, but the effect size SbO\'Vll in Table 1 is the 
combined result for all three Ieceivere. 

10. The Gradient of Shannon'~ Entropy 
This experiment is a replication of the entropy and target-type portion of Experiment 1. 

The protocol wall RllhRtfmtllllly Improved hy nar rowmg th(', tHrgel-pool handwldth and hy 
monitoring the sessions. ConceptuaHy, the entropy result appeared to replicate; that is, the 

larger the Shannon entropic gradient in tbe target, the better the AC. The significantly 
stronger effect size in the dynamic targets reflect the itnprcwed protocol. Because the 

significant correlation primarily came from the target difference. it is premature to assure 
that the gradient or the entropy is the deciding factor, Added to the manuscnpt ror 
pUblication, were the successful Monte Calio results that favorably support this hypothesis, 
however. The effect size shown in Table 1 was computed across target type and receiver. 

Comments 
By detInition, this data set does 110t contain a so-called rile drawer problem. That is, all the 
,Jata hom the 8AIC' database weI" illch~ded for examination . ~or the six experiments that 
used a more traditional AC protocol, regardless of conditions. the weighted (by number of 
trials) e·t'fe·ct size is O.23O:t:O,047 in 455 trials (p = 5. 7xl 0-7

) ," 

, All these experunents had been approved by the SOC and IRB. 
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GLOSSARY 

Not aU the tenns defined below are germane to this report, but they are included here for 

completeness. In a typical anomalous mental phenomena (AlvlP) task. we derme: 

• AnoOlalous Cognition (AC)-A fOrIn of inl:onnation transfer in which aU know sensorial 
stnnuli are absent. That is SOIne individuals are able to gain access to infonnation by an 
as yet unknown pl"Ocess. This is also known as Remote Vie,"ving (RV) and 
Clairvoyance. 

• Agent-An individual who atteOlpts to influence a target systetn by mentaltneans alone. 

• Analyst-An individual who provides a quantitative mea.'>ure of AC. This individual 
usually is blind to experimental conditions and the intended target. 

• AnOIDaloull PerturbatIOn (AP)-A tonn ot mleracllon with multer m WhlCh aU known 
physical mechanisms are absent. That is, some individuals are able to influence matter 
by an as yet unknown process. This is also known as ~chokinesis (PK). 

• Beacon-An indiyidllal who, while :receiving direct Ben60rial stimuli from an intended 
target. actB as a focus of attention for the receiver in AC experiments. 

- Compute Assisted S~(CAS)-The use of computel~Benerated options which are 
linked to real-world objects in a Search task. 

• Feedhack-After a response has been secured, information about he intended target is 
displayed to the receiver or agent. 

• MOIlitor-.An individual who monitors and AMP session to facilitate data collection. 

• Noise-Incorrect elements in an AC respouse. 

• Protocol-A tetnplate for conducting a structured data collection session. 

• Re!:ciY_I~l-An individnal who attempts to perceive by AC and report information about a 
sensorially isolated target. A Receiver is also known as a Subject or Percipient. 

.. ResPQll~,-MlIteIiaJ that is produced during an AC session_ 

.. ~~iY<;lh-The inverse of AC. That is, given a known target, determine lts lo<:atiQn. This 
i5 alBo kuO¥Y'11 dB DOW5illg. 

.. Sender-An individual who, while receiving direct sensorial stimuli from an intended 
target, acts as a putative transmitter of that information to the receiver in AC expet·iments. 

• SessiQu-A time inten'al during which Al\.1Pdata are collected . 
.. tipeclillty-A gIven reCClver~ s ablhty to be pa:rbcuJilJly successful .vIth it gIVen cJilliS ot 

targets (e_g_. people as opposed to bllildings) 

.. Target-An item that is the focus or an AMP task (e.g., person, pla(;)e, thing, event). 
• Target Design.atirul-A method by which a specific target, against the backdrop of all 

other possible targets, is identified to the l'e~eiver (e.g., p;eogl'aphiMl coordittateg). 

• Trial-The smallest unit of data to be analyzed. 
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